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01 The kitchen’s large 
volume and a studious 
mix of materials add 
drama and warmth.

01

TIMELESS 
APPEAL
•  F L A C K  S T U D I O  •

For this new house in Bendigo, a grand 
scale combines with a sombre and 
textural palette to create a home that is 
at once contemporary and timeless. 
Words by Elizabeth Gaisin
Photography by Brooke Holm
Styling by Marsha Golemac
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This is the clients’ fifteenth home during their thirty-six-year 
marriage – and it has been designed as their “final house.” 
Flack Studio, a small Melbourne-based interior architecture 
and design practice, was commissioned to design a new house 

on a three-acre property in Bendigo, Victoria that would serve the 
empty-nesters while also accommodating their expanding brood 
during visits. 

To enable the house to efficiently swap between “just the two 
of us” and “packed to the rafters,” it was designed as three distinct 
wings. “The wings can be shut off, so it doesn’t feel like a massive 
house,” explains studio founder David Flack. “When designing the 
house, we worked it inside out. Everyone has a space when they 
come back.” When David says “everyone,” this includes himself. His 
clients, who happen to be builders, also happen to be his parents. 

“They very much gave me free rein. The design is quite ‘me.’ 
It’s a lot of my aesthetics and their personality,” David says. “For a 
successful interior, you create a beautiful base and someone comes 
and adds their personality to it. If someone else lived there, it would 
look completely different.” 

David describes his parents as being “obsessed with concrete,” 
resulting in the selection of the material for the kitchen’s floors 
and walls. The kitchen is located in the central wing. Thanks to its 
3.6-metre-high ceiling and studious mix of concrete, plywood, black 
steel beams, marble and black American oak – all softened with the 
addition of velvet-trimmed linen curtains – the space easily takes 
centrestage. Flack Studio has mastered the elegant-but-not-too-
precious material mix: this is a lovely yet robust home where you can 
pull up a chair, set down a cup of coffee and relax. 
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02 Behind the kitchen, 
the scullery offers a 
secondary spot for food 
prep and clean-up. 
Artwork: Zoe Croggon, 
Harp #2 from Daine 
Singer Gallery.

03 Small square tiles  
provide a punch of black 
to the scullery’s white 
cabinets and ceiling. 
Artwork: Untitled #6, 
Sean Bailey from Daine 
Singer Gallery.

 
04 The clients eschewed any 

trend-oriented materials, 
opting for an aesthetic 
that wouldn’t date. 
Artwork: Brooke Holm, 
Lomfjordhalvoya. 
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05 Glamorous and moody, 
the powder room is tucked 
discreetly off the house’s 
entry via a coat room. 

06 The powder room is 
enclosed by a curved, 
black brick wall.

07 Black accents work as a 
graphic element in the 
main ensuite, tying it to  
the rest of the house.

08 Mirrored cabinets  
reflect daylight from  
the window opposite  
in the main ensuite. 

Plan  1:400

Ensuite plan  1:100 Ensuite elevations  1:100

1 Entry
2 Lounge
3 Powder room
4 Coat room
5 Rumpus room
6 Garage
7 Storage

The kitchen opens up to the dining area, which is anchored by 
a timber-topped table with a large, black pendant hanging above 
it. The living room sits adjacent the dining room. Outdoor dining 
is accessed through the northern-facing, full-height sliding doors. 
Behind the kitchen, the scullery offers a secondary spot for food 
preparation and clean-up, important when the house is full of family 
and friends. Here, the colour palette is light and bright with white 
walls and cabinets offset by a background of small, black square tiles. 

The bathrooms are in three sizes: the grand five-by-five-metres-
squared ensuite in the house’s main bedroom wing, two medium-
sized bathrooms in the guest wing, and a small but glam powder room 
at the front of the house. The large and medium bathrooms have a 
consistent, restrained look and material palette. Marble countertops 

house white porcelain basins. The main ensuite’s freestanding bath 
is surrounded in marble and placed with a view through the window 
to a gum tree. Here, there are punches of black in the towel holder, 
tapware, stool legs and black-stained timber trim. These accents 
work as a graphic element, tying in to the other punches of black 
throughout the home.  

For the powder room, matt black glazed brick walls, concrete 
floors and a brass wall light are reminiscent of a bathroom in a 
Chicago jazz club: moody, quiet and removed from the hustle. 

Speaking of hustle, one wonders if the homeowners are inclined 
to stay put or will they move again? Considering they had a hands-on 
part in building the home, David speculates they’ll stay put. “They’re 
exhausted,” he laughs. 
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Designer
Flack Studio
47 Bell Street
Fitzroy Vic 3065 
+61 3 9489 0610
info@flackstudio.com.au
flackstudio.com.au 

Practice profile
A practice focusing on 
residential, multiresidential, 
hospitality and retail projects.

Project team
David Flack

Builder
GW & JG Flack Builders

Consultants
Joinery: Ashwood Design
Lighting: Anna Charlesworth 
Stonemason: Vereker Stone

Kitchen products
Internal walls: Ezy Tilt  
Panel Hymix precast  
concrete wall panels 
Flooring: Custom-made 
polished concrete from  
Pole Trevor
Joinery: Artedomus marble 
benchtops and splashback 
in ‘White Fantasy’; American 
oak timber veneer cupboards, 
shelving and cabinetry finished 
in Feast Watson 30-percent-
strength ‘Black Japan’  
Lighting: Oluce Sonora Gold 
pendant in ‘Black/Gold’ and 
Reggiani Sunny Track Light 
from Euroluce in ‘Black,’ both 
from Euroluce; LED strip 
lighting to internal carcasses
Sinks and tapware: Abey 
Lago Undermount Double 
Bowl sink and Gessi Oxygene 
Gooseneck Sink Mixer from 
Mary Noall  
Appliances: Miele Moisture 
Plus oven, induction cooktop, 
fully integrated fridge and fully 
integrated dishwasher 
Doors and windows:  
Custom white linen curtains 
with black velvet trim 
Furniture: Mater Stool from 
Cult Design; Cassina Cab 
chairs; custom dining table  
by Flack Studio  

Bathroom products
Internal walls: Plaster walls 
painted Dulux ‘Natural White’ 
Flooring: Fibonacci Stone 
terrazzo tiles in ‘Storm,’ honed 
Joinery: Artedomus Elba 
marble stone slab benchtop 
and bath surround; American 
oak timber veneer cupboards, 
shelving, cabinetry and 
hardware finished in Feast 
Watson 30-percent-strength 
‘Black Japan’  
Lighting: Anna Charlesworth 
Brass Can wall light; Flos  
Easy Kap LED downlight  
from Euroluce 
Tapware and fittings: Astra 
Walker shower and bath 
mixer and basin mixers, and 
Hansgrohe hand shower, all 
from Mary Noall 
Sanitaryware: Dado Australia 
Deonne/Zuri undermount 
stone basin from Candana; 
Kaldewei Puro enamelled steel 
inset bath and Roca toilet 
suite, both from Mary Noall
Furniture: Cassina stool  
from Cult
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09 Linen curtains in the 
main ensuite are used  
to soften the hard lines 
and materials. 

10 A gold wall light sets 
off the black, white and 
grey palette in the guest 
bathroom. 


